Characterization of Structure in Biogenic Amorphous Calcium Carbonate: Pair Distribution Function and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Studies of Lobster Gastrolith
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ABSTRACT: Total X-ray scattering and pair distribution function analysis are combined with nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy to identify key differences in structural properties between biogenic and synthetic samples of amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC). Biogenic samples studied are gastroliths taken from the American lobster and are composed of hydrated ACC containing minor impurities. X-ray pair distribution functions reveal that the short- and medium-range structure found in synthetic ACC also occurs in gastrolith ACC, notably with atomic pair correlations extending up to ∼10 Å. The 13C NMR spectra of gastrolith ACC show a distribution of carbonate environments as seen in synthetic hydrated ACC. However, 1H NMR spectroscopy reveals that a mobile H2O component and hydroxyl groups found in synthetic hydrated ACC are absent in the gastrolith ACC. This difference may arise from differences in local conditions of ACC formation. The 31P NMR results indicate that inorganic phosphate is the principal form of the minor phosphorus. Gastrolith that was allowed to age shows the presence of calcite and vaterite, as well as residual ACC. 31P NMR also reveals trace amounts of monetite (CaHPO4) in aged samples, raising the possibility that fresh gastrolith ACC may contain a minor component of amorphous calcium phosphate. The findings suggest that important differences in the hydrous components between synthetic and biogenic hydrated ACC influence stability of the amorphous phase and its transformation to crystalline forms, thereby extending the foundation for advanced materials applications in engineered systems.

1. INTRODUCTION

Amorphous calcium carbonate (ACC) is known to serve multiple functions during biomineralization processes: as a transient precursor to crystalline CaCO3,1,2 as structural components of functional hard parts,3 and as temporary storage of calcium.1,4 The factors controlling the behavior of ACC, including its temporary stabilization and its transformation to crystalline phases, are critical for understanding biomineralization processes. Additives such as inorganic ions (e.g., Mg2+ and PO43−) and organic macromolecules have been identified as likely agents providing temporary stabilization5–11 and may also influence subsequent transformation and polymorph selection.6 Yet, the specific interactions that inhibit crystallization of ACC over a time scale necessary for its utilization, and that may also direct its subsequent crystallization, remain largely unknown. These same questions have challenged materials scientists, who have looked to biomineralization processes as models for biomimetic synthesis for advanced materials applications.5,12,13 ACC is also thought to play a role in formation of inorganic calcium carbonates and hence may be relevant to important engineered systems, including carbon dioxide sequestration and scale formation.

One of the main limitations in understanding properties and behavior of ACC is a lack of knowledge of its structure. Different stabilities and transformation behaviors reported among ACC varieties are likely dependent on structural variations related to their mechanism of formation. Owing to the noncrystalline character of ACC, studies of its structure have mainly relied on local structure techniques. Among these, X-ray absorption spectroscopy has been most widely used. However, these studies have provided little information beyond average first-shell coordination around Ca atoms. Infrared spectroscopy has also revealed differences in vibrational bands, distinguishing ACC from crystalline CaCO3 forms.1,3,14

Recently, high-energy X-ray total scattering studies of synthetic ACC have yielded atomic pair distribution functions (PDFs), showing structural order (i.e., pair correlations) extending up to 10 or more angstroms.15 In comparison to Bragg diffraction, which provides information about the average long-range order in crystalline solids, total scattering also
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includes the contribution from diffuse scattering, which contains information about short- and medium-range order and is more relevant for noncrystalline materials. This total scattering study of ACC established the existence of medium-range order and provided the basis for the first structure model for hydrated ACC. The model, derived from reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) refinement of the total X-ray scattering data, shows a distribution of Ca coordination environments, encompassing the various linkages that distinguish the crystalline CaCO$_3$ forms. An unexpected feature of the structure model is the presence of a nanoporous network supported within a Ca-rich framework. If present, such a network could provide potential sites for additives and could also play a role during crystallization. In addition to Ca$^{2+}$ and carbonate ions, synthetic ACC also contains approximately one mole of H$_2$O per mole CaCO$_3$. NMR spectroscopy shows that most of the H occurs in H$_2$O molecules with only a minor amount of H in the form of hydroxyl ions. The water molecules appear to occur as two populations, one rigid, presumably bound to Ca atoms, and the other more mobile, although less so than expected for a fluid. These recent advances in understanding of structure and dynamics have thus far been limited to laboratory-synthesized ACC.

In the present study, we utilize synchrotron X-ray total scattering to demonstrate that ACC present in the gastroliths of the American lobster, *Homarus americanus*, exhibits medium-range structural order similar to that observed in synthetic ACC. We also use NMR spectroscopy to determine the distribution of H environments, finding that they differ from those observed in synthetic, hydrated ACC. In lobster and crayfish, gastroliths are thought to serve as temporary storage of calcium during the molting process. Gastroliths form during the premolt stage, associated with demineralization of the exoskeleton (cuticle). The gastroliths are subsequently resorbed to assist in calcification of the new exoskeleton. Analyses of gastroliths in crayfish have shown the mineral component to be ACC, and characterization of calcium storage structures in other crustaceans has shown them more specifically to be hydrated ACC. Other components found within gastroliths include a chitin-based scaffold on which the ACC nanoparticles are supported, organic macromolecules (proteins), smaller metabolites (including citrate and organophosphates), and inorganic ions such as orthophosphate and Mg$^{2+}$. Using NMR methods, Akiva-Tal and co-workers showed that at least some of the smaller organic molecules and orthophosphate occur dispersed within the ACC structure.

With the organic components present at concentrations typically no more than a few mole % per mole Ca, the bulk composition of gastrolith ACC is similar to that of synthetic, hydrated ACC (nominally CaCO$_3$·H$_2$O). It is thus far not well-understood whether the organic components that appear to play a role in the formation and stabilization of the gastrolith ACC also result in an average structure that differs substantially from that of synthetic ACC. The relatively large size of the gastroliths formed in the American lobster (~1 g of gastrolith material from ~600 g lobster) makes them well suited for study by multiple techniques. It has been shown that ACC also occurs in the exoskeleton of the American lobster.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

2.1. Lobster Gastrolith Samples. Gastroliths were extracted from mature American lobsters in premolt stage. The pair of 1–2 cm discs were rinsed and stored in pure ethanol (Figure SI-1 of the Supporting Information). To confirm that exposure to ethanol did not modify the structure or the hydrous components of ACC, we tested a series of drying procedures, with and without ethanol, using several types of synthetic ACC. X-ray scattering and NMR results, performed as described in the respective sections below, showed no differences resulting from exposure to ethanol for periods up to 2 weeks.

The gastrolith discs are friable assemblages of horn-shaped pieces that readily disaggregate. SEM imaging of the fracture surface of an individual piece shows it to be composed of spheres ranging in size from 60 to 300 nm (Figure 1). Prior to characterization, a portion of the gastrolith was gently disaggregated, rinsed, and vacuum-filtered in clean acetone to yield dry sample. Samples were ground lightly in a pestle and mortar prior to analysis. A portion of a sample was dissolved in trace metal-grade HNO$_3$ acid for analysis of trace metals by direct-coupled plasma (DCP) spectrophotometry. Only Mg (2870 ppm) and P (9420 ppm) were detected in addition to Ca.

Over the course of the study, dry gastrolith ACC was stored in sealed polybags at ambient conditions over durations up to one year. These aged samples were re-examined to determine if they transform to crystalline calcium carbonate, inasmuch as transformation does not occur within the molt cycle of the lobster.

2.2. Synthetic ACC Samples. An additive-free ACC and a PO$_4$-doped ACC were synthesized following the procedure used by Michel et al. and first described by Koga et al. Briefly, calcium chloride and sodium carbonate solutions were rapidly mixed to yield a highly supersaturated solution equimolar in Ca and CO$_3$. Sodium hydroxide was added to maintain a high pH. For the PO$_4$-doped ACC, a sodium phosphate solution was added to give approximately 5 wt % PO$_4$. A white precipitate formed within several seconds and was recovered by vacuum filtration. The solid was rinsed repeatedly with acetone during vacuum filtration to remove water. The solid was then transferred to a lab vacuum for ~30 min to complete drying of the sample. XRD was used to confirm the absence of sharp diffraction peaks as described by Michel et al.

2.3. Thermogravimetric Analysis and Differential Scanning Calorimetry. Simultaneous weight loss and heat
flow were measured during programmed heating (30–900 °C
at 10 °C/min) using a Netzsch STA449C Jupiter instrument.
Approximately 10 mg of dry powdered sample was placed in an
alumina crucible and covered with a perforated lid. Dry
nitrogen was used as the purge gas.

2.4. Pair Distribution Function (PDF) Analysis and
Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS)
Analysis. Total X-ray scattering data for PDF analysis were
collected at the sector 11-ID-B beamline (~58 keV, λ = 0.2127
Å) at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National
Laboratory. The PDF is defined as \( G(r) = 4\pi r \rho(r) - \rho_0 \),
where \( \rho(r) \) is the atomic pair density and \( \rho_0 \) is the average
atomic number density \( \rho_0 \) and was obtained by Fourier
transformation of \( F(Q) \) truncated at \( Q_{\text{max}} = 23–24 \text{ Å}^{-1} \). The
composition used in the normalization of each experimental
structure function was \( \text{CaCO}_3 \cdot 1.1 \text{H}_2 \text{O} \), based on the
thermogravimetry results. Further details are given in the
Supporting Information. Calcium K-edge EXAFS data were
collected at the sector 20-BM beamline at the Advanced Photon Source (Argonne National Laboratory). ACC or calcite reference material was applied to Kapton tape, and 2–4 layers were used to obtain an edge jump 0.5 ≤ \( \Delta \mu_x \) ≤ 1.5. A minimum of four scans were collected for each sample, and scans were averaged after confirming energy calibration. Background subtraction and R-space fitting were performed using standard methods, which are described in the Supporting Information. On the basis of fits to reference materials, the error in the first-shell distance is ±0.02 Å, with errors for more distant shells significantly greater (±0.04 Å). Errors for coordination number (CN) and the Debye–Waller type factors (σ\(^2\)) are estimated as ±25% and ±0.02 Å\(^2\), respectively.

2.5. Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy. The \( ^{13}\text{C} \) and \( ^{1}\text{H} \) NMR spectra were obtained with a 500 MHz (11.7 T) Varian Infinity Plus spectrometer using a probe assembly configured for 5 mm (o.d.) rotors and with a ceramic spinner for reduced background. The sample was removed from storage and quickly loaded into an oven-dried rotor, which was then evacuated at room temperature with a laboratory vacuum for 30 min, repressurized under \( \text{N}_2 \) and sealed with press-fit PTFE caps. The \( ^{13}\text{C} \) and \( ^{1}\text{H} \) chemical shifts are referenced relative to TMS using adamantane as a secondary standard (δ\(_{\text{C}}\) = 38.6 ppm and δ\(_{\text{H}}\) = 2.0 ppm). Crystallization of aged samples was readily detected in \( ^{13}\text{C} \) NMR spectra by the appearance of sharp peaks in spectra obtained by direct excitation (DE), greatly reduced intensity in CP/MAS experiments, and appearance of a large narrow peak for liquid water in \( ^{1}\text{H} \) DE spectra. The \( ^{31}\text{P}(^1\text{H}) \) CP/MAS NMR spectra were acquired with a 400 MHz (9.4 T) Varian Inova spectrometer, operating at 399.9 and 161.2 MHz for \( ^1\text{H} \) and \( ^3\text{P} \), respectively. The sample was loaded into 3.2 mm (o.d.) thin-walled (36 μL) rotors, using the same procedure as described above and spun at 10 kHz. The \( ^3\text{P} \) chemical shifts are referenced to 85% \( \text{H}_3\text{PO}_4 \) using a secondary hydroxyapatite standard set to δ\(_{\text{P}}\) = 2.65 ppm. Further details of NMR data collection procedures are given in the Supporting Information.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Thermal Analysis. Thermogravimetry shows two main
stages of weight loss on programmed heating (10 °C/min).
The first stage is complete by ~250 °C and involves a weight
loss of 15–18% (Figure 2). This corresponds to an endotherm
in the DSC curve and has been attributed to loss of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \).\(^7,24\)
The DSC curves for the gastrolith ACC show one or two small
exothermic events at 330–370 °C, accompanied by little
additional weight loss. XRD reveals that crystallization of calcite
occurs within this range. One of these weak features may be
attributable to breakdown of chitin, which has been shown to
exhibit an exotherm in the range of 290–360 °C.\(^26\) A more
significant, broad exotherm is also evident in the temperature
range of 500–720 °C, just prior to the second main stage of
weight loss beginning at ~740 °C and corresponding to the
breakdown of calcite to \( \text{CaO} \) with loss of \( \text{CO}_2\). These TGA and
DSC curves show the range of differences observed for
gastrolith samples taken from several different lobsters. The
weight loss curves are similar to those of the two synthetic ACC
samples but with slightly less \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) loss in the first stage.
The exothermic peak of the additive-free synthetic ACC at 340 °C,
corresponding to calcite crystallization, is more distinct than
that for the gastrolith ACC. The broad exotherm at higher
temperature in the gastroliths is absent in the additive-free
ACC, however, a similar exotherm is present in the \( \text{PO}_4 \)-doped
ACC curve. This may suggest that the phosphate component
within the gastrolith undergoes a transformation upon heating.

If we assume that the weight loss up to 400 °C, at which
temperature ACC has crystallized to calcite, is attributable to
loss of \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \), the nominal composition of the gastrolith ACC is
\( \text{CaCO}_3\cdot n\text{H}_2\text{O} \) where \( n = 1.0–1.2 \). This is consistent with
earlier reports for \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) content in synthetic, hydrated
ACC.\(^7,15,24,27\)

3.2. Pair Distribution Function Analysis. The total
scattering data for gastrolith ACC were normalized using the
approximate composition \( \text{CaCO}_3\cdot 1.1\text{H}_2\text{O} \) within the range
determined by thermogravimetric analysis. The \( Q_{\text{max}} \) value of
~23 Å\(^{-1}\) was chosen as a compromise between maximizing
signal and minimizing the impact of noise inherent at the high
scattering vector. The experimental reduced structure function,
\( F(Q) \), and pair distribution function, \( G(r) \), are shown in Figure 3,
along with corresponding experimental functions for a
synthetic, hydrated ACC and a calcite reference sample. Total
scattering data were collected for several gastrolith samples
taken from different lobsters in premolting stage; no differences

![Figure 2. Mass loss (top curves; left axis) and heat flow curves (bottom curves; right axis) for two gastrolith ACC samples compared with corresponding curves for an additive-free ACC (K) and a 5 wt % \( \text{PO}_4 \)-doped ACC.](image-url)
were found among the data for different samples. The reduced structure function, $F(Q)$, for gastrolith ACC shows broad peaks that are characteristic of materials lacking long-range order. The first low-$Q$ peak at $\sim 2.2 \text{ Å}^{-1}$ is slightly sharper, as is commonly observed in noncrystalline materials that exhibit medium-range order. Peaks dampen with increasing scattering vector, $Q$, as expected, owing mainly to the $Q$ dependence of atomic scattering factors for X-rays. The $F(Q)$ function for gastrolith ACC is nearly indistinguishable from that for a synthetic, hydrated ACC, which is comparable to the synthetic samples studied by Michel et al. A very subtle difference is noted between these functions in the small minimum superimposed on the broad peak at $\sim 6 \text{ Å}^{-1}$. Both $F(Q)$ functions contrast markedly with the function for a calcite standard, in which sharp peaks, characteristic of a crystalline solid, are observed.

The PDFs, $G(r)$, were obtained by Fourier transformation of the $F(Q)$ functions and represent the distribution of interatomic distances. It is noteworthy that H atoms do not contribute to the scattering to any significant degree owing to their very small scattering cross section for X-rays. The $F(Q)$ function for gastrolith ACC exhibits a weak, sharp peak at $\sim 1.3 \text{ Å}$ and a strong, sharp peak at $\sim 2.4 \text{ Å}$ (Figure 3). A weak peak is also evident at $\sim 2.9 \text{ Å}$, appearing as a small shoulder to the 2.4 Å peak. In addition, there are two broad peaks centered at $\sim 4$ and $\sim 6 \text{ Å}$, with weak oscillations extending up to $\sim 10 \text{ Å}$. Comparison with the PDF for synthetic ACC shows essentially identical features, in both position and amplitude. Although barely discernible in Figure 3, the PDFs for both ACC samples exhibit high frequency, low-amplitude oscillations as a result of Fourier termination errors, and the convolution of high-$Q$ noise in the $F(Q)$ functions. These effects are not discernible in the PDF of the calcite standard. Due to the presence of long-range order in the calcite, peaks in the PDF extend beyond 40 Å, although damping of the peaks with increasing $r$ occurs as a result of instrumental factors. The absence of peaks at $r > \sim 10 \text{ Å}$ in the PDFs for both ACC samples (except for the high-frequency artifacts noted above) confirms that long-range order is not present.

Over the course of the study, the onset of crystallization was observed in dry gastrolith ACC samples as they aged. Figure 3 shows $F(Q)$ and $G(r)$ functions for a gastrolith sample aged for 346 d at ambient dry conditions. The $F(Q)$ function shows sharp peaks emerging, some of which correspond to peaks in the calcite standard. Yet comparison with the $F(Q)$ functions for ACC reveals that the periodicity of the ACC is still clearly evident. Further analysis of this aged gastrolith shows that it is composed of three phases: ACC, calcite, and vaterite (Figure SI-3 of the Supporting Information). The PDF for the aged gastrolith sample shows peaks extending up to 30 Å, consistent with the development of long-range order during crystallization. More detailed study of the transformation kinetics of gastrolith ACC is deferred for separate reporting.

Because chitin has been reported as a component in crustacean gastrolith, we compared the raw total scattering data from the gastrolith with that for an $\alpha$-chitin standard (MP Biomedicals). Chitin produces sharp peaks as expected for a crystalline material. None of the peaks in the chitin standard matched any features in the ACC scattering data (Figure SI-2 of the Supporting Information).

3.3. X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy. Calcium K-edge EXAFS spectroscopy has been used extensively to characterize the local structure in ACC. The chi function and
corresponding Fourier transform (FT) magnitude for gastrolith ACC are shown in Figure 4. No discernible differences were found among EXAFS data of several samples taken from different lobsters. The chi curve is dominated by a single beat pattern and is found to be nearly identical to that for a synthetic hydrated ACC. Superimposed on this beat are small, sharp features at 2.4, 2.9, and 10.3 Å⁻¹, which arise from multielectron excitations. These features are more evident in the chi curves of the amorphous samples because of the decreased amplitude of the backscattering in the disordered phase; they are less evident in the calcite chi curve. The FT magnitude shows a single main peak at low R. This reflects the first-shell coordination of calcium by oxygen atoms. Weaker features in the FT of the gastrolith ACC are evident at ~3 Å (not corrected for phase shifts). Similar weak features are found in the FT of the synthetic ACC, and in both cases their positions and amplitudes change as the k range is varied. The use of a short k range, partly determined by multielectron excitations, limits the information that can be obtained about potential higher R shells.

The gastrolith ACC EXAFS was fit in R space using a single Ca−O shell. This yielded best fit parameters: CN = 5.8 (±0.9), R_Ca−O = 2.41 (±0.02) Å, σ² = 0.008 (±0.002) Å², and E₀ = 0.15 eV. Fitting of the synthetic ACC gave nearly identical parameters, in agreement with the results of Michel et al.¹⁵

3.4. FTIR-ATR. Previous studies have used FTIR to distinguish ACC from crystalline CaCO₃. In particular, attention has been drawn to the strong attenuation of the ν₄ in-plane bending mode of the CO₃ group at ~713 cm⁻¹ in ACC relative to the ν₂ out-of-plane bending mode at ~862 cm⁻¹ (870 cm⁻¹ in calcite).¹¹¹⁴ This is evident for the FTIR spectrum for the gastrolith ACC (Figure 5). In comparison to the sharp peak at ~713 cm⁻¹ in calcite, this mode is strongly

Figure 4. Ca K-edge EXAFS chi functions (left) and Fourier transform magnitudes for gastrolith ACC, synthetic ACC, and a calcite standard (right). FT magnitude is not corrected for phase shifts.

Figure 5. FTIR-ATR spectra for gastrolith and synthetic ACC samples and a calcite standard. The spectrum for an aged gastrolith (partially crystallized) is also shown (*).
attenuated in the gastrolith ACC, and closer inspection reveals that it is actually a weak doublet centered at ~713 cm$^{-1}$ in both the gastrolith and synthetic ACC spectra. The $\nu_3$ asymmetric stretching mode at 1470–1400 cm$^{-1}$ is split in both the gastrolith and synthetic ACC spectra. Other differences are evident between the gastrolith and synthetic ACC spectra. Notably, a weak peak at 1074 cm$^{-1}$ in the synthetic ACC is obscured by a broad peak centered at ~1042 cm$^{-1}$ in the gastrolith spectrum, which is attributable to phosphate, known to be present from the bulk analysis. A weak peak is also seen in both ACC spectra at ~1650 cm$^{-1}$. Although it has been observed in other FTIR spectra of ACC, its origin in these spectra is unclear. Spectra of phosphates exhibit a peak at this position, as does chitin. However, the similarity of this peak in the gastrolith ACC with that in the synthetic ACC spectrum, which is free of both phosphate and chitin, makes it unlikely that either of these minor components is its cause in either spectrum.

Figure 5 also shows the FTIR spectrum of the aged gastrolith in which partial crystallization has occurred. Notable changes in this spectrum, relative to the gastrolith ACC, include a sharp $\nu_4$ peak at ~713 cm$^{-1}$, a narrower $\nu_3$ asymmetric stretching band at 1470–1400 cm$^{-1}$, and a shift of the broad OH stretching feature at 3500–3200 cm$^{-1}$ to higher wavenumber.

3.5. NMR Spectroscopy. The gastrolith samples yield $^{13}$C NMR spectra that contain a broad, symmetrical, featureless peak for carbonate groups centered near $\delta_C = 168.8$ ppm, 3.6 ppm full-width at half-maximum (fwhm). Within uncertainty, the width and position of the carbonate peak is the same whether acquired by direct excitation (DE) or $^{13}$C{1H} CP methods (Figure 6) and nearly identical to those reported previously for ACC gastroliths from crayfish.10 The signal from gastrolith ACC closely resembles that reported for synthetic ACC prepared by hydrolysis of dimethylcarbonate and by rapid mixing of NaHCO$_3$ and CaCl$_2$ solutions (Gebauer et al. $\delta_C = 168.7$ ppm, 3.5 ppm fwhm).52 ACC synthesized at pH 9.5 by Gebauer et al. gave a higher chemical shift (169.5 ppm) and crystallized to vaterite rather than calcite.52 The gastrolith $^{13}$C NMR spectra also contain small peaks for organic molecules centered near 105, 75, 56, and 25 ppm evident in the full spectrum. These peaks account for no more than a few percent of the total intensity and likely arise from the chitin scaffold.10 Occasionally, aged gastrolith material crystallized in the NMR rotor, which resulted in the appearance of narrow peaks for crystalline vaterite (170.6 and 169.6 ppm) and calcite (168.7 ppm) in the DE spectrum (Figure 6, top panel), in agreement with the XRD and PDF results. As found by PDF analysis, a signal from carbonate groups in remnant ACC present in minor amounts can be observed in the CP/MAS spectrum (Figure 6), which is shifted to higher chemical shift (169.3 ppm) and narrower (2.9 ppm fwhm) compared to that of the initial gastrolith.

The lobster gastroliths yield a complex DE $^1$H spectrum (Figure 7) containing many overlapping peaks as might be expected for a heterogeneous material of biological origin. The main features include a broad spinning sideband (SSB) envelope spanning 100 KHz and centered at $\delta_H = 6.2$ ppm (the average of the $\pm n$ SSB positions), a narrower peak at $\delta_H = 5.3$ ppm, and narrow signals at 3.8 and 1.3 ppm that arise from a small amount of ethanol remaining in the sample. The broad SSB envelope and narrower peak at 5.3 ppm occur in an approximately 1:1 ratio and closely resemble signals from synthetic ACC assigned to rigid and restrictedly mobile water molecules, respectively.15 Other signals from the minor concentrations of organic components, including the chitin scaffold, are also likely present but obscured by the abundant water H (H:Ca ~2). Also shown in Figure 7 is an indirectly detected $^1$H NMR spectrum that was obtained from $^{13}$C{1H} CP/heteronuclear correlation (hetcor) data by integrating across the ACC $^{13}$C signal. The signal in this spectrum arises from $^1$H that transfer polarization to carbonate carbons during CP and hence are in close proximity to carbonate groups. It contains only a broad spinning sideband envelope, with a center band at a chemical shift near +6.3 ppm, within uncertainty the same as that from the DE spectrum. In contrast to previous results for synthetic ACC, there is neither evidence for a narrower signal from more mobile water in the hetcor data nor a peak for hydroxyl groups, which account for about 10% of the H in synthetic, hydrated ACC.15 Owing to the high P impurity concentration of the gastrolith ACC noted above, $^{31}$P NMR signal is easily detected by both DE and CP methods (Figure 8). In both cases, a single broad
3.7 ppm fwhm) and somewhat narrower than observed for 6.5 ppm, similar to that obtained via $^{13}$C detection (Figure 7) higher chemical shifts. This asymmetry corresponds to but with a centerband that is notably asymmetrical toward

Indirectly detected $^1$H spectra from $^{31}$P{1H} CP/hetcor contain mainly a broad spinning sideband envelope centered near $\delta_H = 6.5$ ppm, similar to that obtained via $^{13}$C detection (Figure 7) but with a centerband that is notably asymmetrical toward higher chemical shifts. This asymmetry corresponds to increased intensity in the +10 to +20 ppm range and can be fit with a peak centered near +15 ppm. This chemical shift is characteristic of acidic or strongly hydrogen-bonded H and is similar to that observed for hydrogen phosphate groups in crystalline Ca phosphates. After aging for several days, a small, narrow cross-peak is clearly evident in 2-dimensional hetcor spectra at chemical shifts characteristic of monetite ($\delta_P = -1.5$ ppm, $\delta_H = 13$ ppm; see the Supporting Information).

4. DISCUSSION

Analysis of the X-ray total scattering data and the pair distribution functions shows that the atomic pair correlations observed in the lobster gastrolith ACC appear the same as those observed for synthetic ACC. Both samples are hydrated, with nominal composition, CaCO$_3$·H$_2$O. As described by Michel et al., the low-$r$ peaks in the PDF are readily interpreted. The narrow, weak peak at 1.3 Å is due to C−O bonds in CO$_3$ groups, which behave as rigid units with little variation in the C−O distance. The strong peak at 2.4 Å is due mainly to Ca−O bonds. This is consistent with the single peak, fit at 2.41 Å, in the Ca K-edge EXAFS, corresponding to the first coordination shell of Ca. In the PDF there is also a lesser contribution to this peak from O−O distances in CO$_3$ groups, at ~2.2 Å. The intensity of peaks in the PDF reflects the average scattering power of the atom pair as well as the pair correlation probability. Hence Ca−O pairs will contribute more than O−O pairs. It is worth emphasizing again that H atoms do not contribute to any significant degree, owing to their small scattering cross section for X-rays. Therefore, the PDF provides no useful information about O−H bonds, which are clearly evident in the NMR and FTIR spectra.

Among the most significant features of the PDF for the gastrolith ACC are the peaks at ~4 and ~6 Å, which document the presence of medium-range order, previously identified in synthetic ACC samples only. These features are distinctly broader than the peaks at 1.3 and 2.4 Å and correspond to second- and/or third-neighbor distances in the ACC. The greater breadth of these peaks also suggests a range of interatomic distances greater than expected for first-shell coordination. Michel et al. interpreted the broad peaks at ~4 and ~6 Å as representing Ca−Ca, Ca−O, and (less importantly) Ca−C pair correlations. Goodwin et al. used reverse Monte Carlo (RMC) refinement of the total scattering from synthetic ACC to develop a structure model. Two different linkages between Ca atoms were consistently found throughout their model, with Ca−Ca distances at ~4 and ~6 Å. In one linkage, second-neighbor Ca atoms share an oxygen from a CO$_3$ group, with an ~4 Å separation. In the second case, Ca atoms are linked through two oxygens in the same CO$_3$ group, with ~6 Å separation. These linkages also occur in crystalline forms of calcium carbonate, but the broad features in the PDF at ~4 and ~6 Å do not uniquely correspond to any crystalline CaCO$_3$ phase, as noted previously.

It is noteworthy that these medium-range correlations involving Ca atoms are not observed in the Ca EXAFS of either the gastrolith or synthetic ACC (Figure 4). This is not surprising, however, inasmuch as the mean free path for photoelectrons is typically no greater than 5−6 Å. Combined with exponential damping of the signal and the limited k range experimentally attainable at the Ca K edge, the structural information for higher shells (from EXAFS) is severely restricted in ACC phases. In the case of high-energy X-ray total scattering, while damping of the signal still occurs, it is a

---

Figure 7. $^1$H MAS/NMR spectra of lobster gastrolith, obtained by (a) direct excitation (DE) and indirectly by integrating over the main peak in the F2 dimension of (b) $^{13}$C{1H} and (c) $^{31}$P{1H} 2-dimensional hetcor spectra.

Figure 8. $^{31}$P MAS/NMR spectra of lobster gastrolith, obtained by direct excitation (DE) and by $^{31}$P{1H} CP/MAS (CP).
less significant factor. Limitations in the instrumental resolution are more important in controlling damping in PDFs. The PDF for calcite (Figure 3) shows the expected decrease in amplitudes for a well-crystallized solid, using the same experimental conditions as for the ACC samples. Distinct correlations extend beyond 30 Å. Moreover, the PDF is not limited to correlations involving a single element (e.g., Ca). The PDFs for gastrolith and synthetic ACC both show a very weak, broad oscillation centered at ∼9 Å. Michel et al. also noted very weak oscillations extending to ∼15 Å in PDFs of synthetic ACC. No correlations are observed in the PDFs for either ACC in this study at r values greater than ∼10 Å. As explained earlier, high-frequency, low-amplitude oscillations are evident over this high-r region and represent a combination of Fourier termination errors and the convolution of experimental noise evident in the high-Q range of the reduced structure functions (Figure 3). Nevertheless, the absence of distinct features in the ACC PDFs beyond ∼10 Å confirms the absence of long-range order. The structural coherence in the gastrolith ACC is several orders of magnitude smaller than the size of the spherical particles observed by SEM. This supports the interpretations of Goodwin et al., who proposed a structure model consisting of a disordered network of multiple Ca coordination environments. Because the PDF for gastrolith ACC is nearly identical to the PDF reported by Michel et al. and used for the RMC modeling by Goodwin et al., the same structure model is expected for the gastrolith ACC, using the same RMC constraints.

Whereas the PDF and EXAFS results from gastrolith ACC revealed few differences with hydrated synthetic samples, our results from NMR spectroscopy suggest notable differences in the short-range structure, relating mainly to the distribution and mobility of H. The principal difference appears to lie in the nature of H associated with carbonate carbon as shown by comparing the 1H spectra from 13C{1H} CP/hetcor experiments. These data show signal of protons from which polarization is transferred to 13C nuclei during the CP contact period and other nearby H in mutual dipolar contact. Similar to synthetic ACC, a dominant signal arises from rigid water molecules corresponding to the broad spinning sideband envelope. These rigid waters donate moderately strong hydrogen bonds, as indicated by the 1H chemical shift. Unlike synthetic ACC, however, no 1H signal from more mobile water can be observed from the gastrolith ACC through 13C NMR. A distinct shift in the NMR chemical shift of the phosphate in the lobster gastrolith occurs in an amorphous calcium phosphate (ACP) phase. Similar material has been suggested previously to accompany ACC in calcium storage structures (spheruliths) of terrestrial crustaceans based on Raman spectra and in the exoskeletons of crustaceans as inferred from crystallization of apatite upon heating.

Although chitin has been reported as a component of gastroliths in other crustaceans and peaks consistent with its presence in lobster gastrolith were observed by 13C NMR, we found no evidence for it in either the X-ray total scattering (Figure SI-2 of the Supporting Information) or the FTIR data, possibly owing to a low concentration. Thermal analysis may indicate minor chitin. Regardless, the presence of chitin does not appear to have any observable effect on the short- or medium-range structure of gastrolith ACC.

The lobster gastrolith ACC, upon aging under dry ambient conditions, partially crystallizes to form calcite and vaterite (Figure SI-3 of the Supporting Information). In the X-ray PDF this is seen as the appearance of sharp peaks extending beyond 20 Å but clearly lower in amplitude than in the calcite standard (Figure 3). In 13C NMR spectra distinct, narrow peaks are apparent at positions that match those for these crystalline phases. Yet some ACC is still present in this aged gastrolith after 346 days, as seen by the broad oscillations in the reduced structure function, corresponding with those of the unreacted ACC, and by the broad peak observed by 13C{1H} CP/MAS NMR. A distinct shift in the NMR chemical shift of the carbonate carbons from that of the initial ACC suggests that the structure of the ACC evolves as crystallization proceeds. Further characterization of the transformation of gastrolith ACC to crystalline phases is deferred for a more complete study.
6. CONCLUSIONS

The combination of techniques we have used here reveals both similarities and differences between biogenic and synthetic, hydrated ACC. The PDF analysis shows that the fundamental structural arrangements of Ca coordination polyhedra are largely similar in the synthetic and biogenic samples studied. This may indicate that precursors to ACC formation (e.g., nanometer-scale clusters) share similarities across a broad range of formation environments. The most pronounced differences between synthetic and biogenic samples involve the hydrous components and are revealed by the $^1$H NMR results. The fewer types of hydrous components in the biogenic sample may suggest a more highly controlled formation environment and/or slower formation kinetics than in the extremely rapid laboratory synthesis. We can speculate that different types and arrangements of the hydrous components can be attributed to subtle differences in aggregation of smaller clusters. If true, then one may expect to see considerable variation in the hydrous components among different ACC samples (synthetic and biogenic), whereas the basic network provided by the arrangements of Ca polyhedra may be largely similar. Further studies, including other biogenic samples, are needed to determine how these structural differences influence crystallization pathways. This will provide better insight to the structural basis for stability and crystallization behavior of ACC as well as applications in engineered systems.
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